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NEW QUESTION: 1
This device is used between the zones with different security level, control the information
exchanged between two networks, enforce the implementation of unified security policy, and
prevent the intruder from copying and accessing the important information illegally. In short
words, it protects the security of the system. Which of the following devices provides the
function mentioned above?
A. Firewall
B. Router
C. IDS
D. Gateway
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application in Visual Studio. The application supports
multiple cultures.
To set the culture, the application must use the AcceptLanguage header field value sent by the
client browser.
You need to ensure that the application can set the culture.
You have the following markup in the web.config file:
Which markup segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2 and Target 3 to complete
markup? To answer, drag the appropriate markup segments to the correct targets. Each
markup segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the
split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3

Your company has a Microsoft Azure subscription that contains a virtual machine. The virtual
machine has Microsoft SQL Server installed.
You plan to configure the database to back up to a storage account named backup and a
container named SQL1.
You need to ensure that access to the database is secured at the container level.
How should you complete the CREATE CREDENTIAL statement? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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